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Serving your GSE needs, worldwide. Around the globe, the service of 

transporting people, products and materials is increasingly competitive. Customer 

expectations and unknown variables are increasing. Turnaround windows are 

tighter. Flawless performance and precise synchronization of crews and equipment 

is the new normal. The world is moving faster.

As the world’s largest, non-powered ground support equipment 

manufacturer, we know your operational performance and safety begins on 

the ramp. That’s why our WASP™ line of equipment has become an increasingly 

critical part of the ground support operations of many of the industry’s largest 

passenger and cargo air transportation services, at the most active airports, 

FBOs, military bases and cargo hubs around the world.

We’ve changed our name but haven’t changed our standards.  

Today, WASP brand GSE is in service worldwide for a single reason: 

unmatched reliability. Count on the industry’s most robust, ruggedly-built 

and dependable equipment. Delivering the lowest total cost of ownership, 

offering the highest standards of safety, uninterrupted availability and 

years of predictable performance. That’s the enduring legacy of the WASP 

brand and the continuing promise of FAST Global Solutions.

WASP™ IS NOW  
    FAST GLOBAL SOLUTIONS 
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As the global transportation demands and expectations of your customers accelerate, you need proven 

solutions. And our 100% employee-owned business is scaling its capacities, capabilities and resources to 

meet your evolving needs.

Our new name, FAST Global Solutions, signals an expanded footprint of operations and a global 

commitment – a response to the requests of those we serve. Our legendary WASP brand of built-to-

order, ground support equipment will continue to be the benchmark of the air transportation industry. 

Now, we’re evolving to deploy our solutions to serve your growing operations around the world.

In addition to new, internationally-based manufacturing and service facilities, we’ve expanded our 

domestic manufacturing operations, installed new manufacturing automation solutions, and are 

tirelessly working to continuously advance our service, parts and engineering offerings to meet the 

unique requirements of our customers and partners. 

Like you, we’re transforming to meet the increasing rate of change and efficiencies demanded by 

a digital, global era. But one thing that will not change is our commitment to quality, to durability, 

to the lowest total cost of ownership, and to delivering upon our earned reputation as the 

industry’s leading brand of non-powered GSE. 

Yours Truly, 

DANE ANDERSON 
OWNER / PRESIDENT & CEO 
p: 320.634.5126  c: 616.616.7888 
e: danderson@fastsolutions.com
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Over nearly 40 years, we have designed and built 
hundreds-of-thousands of GSE products serving 
domestic and international carriers. As the global 
demand for our innovative solutions increases, 
we have adopted a new name to reflect our 
worldwide aspirations and signal our commitment 
into your world, where speed matters. 
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A GLOBAL 
    COMMITMENT 
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KEEP MOVING
Industry leading availability and uptime along with the highest quality materials 

and components all add up to the lowest total cost of ownership.

100% EMPLOYEE 
OWNED
We own the company,  

so we take pride in 

producing the industry’s 

most durable and  

reliable equipment.
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REPLACEMENT PARTS
In the transportation industry, downtime 

costs money. So we maintain a fully-

stocked parts department to quickly 

replace any component on our  

equipment. 95% of all parts orders  

ship within 24 hours.

Place your order online 24/7 at  

www.fastsolutions.com/parts  

Or feel free to call: 320-634-5886  

or email: PartsSales@fastsolutions.com
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EXPERIENCED ENGINEERS
Our engineering team offers decades of dedicated ground 

support equipment experience to creating custom designs that 

meet exacting specifications and the highest safety standards.

QUALITY TESTING
Our full time inspectors conduct the most rigorous quality 

assurance in the industry, using strain gauges, washboard 

tracks and other intensive measures.

CERTIFIED WELDERS
All of our skilled welders are certified by the American 

Welding Society. We also utilize the latest robotics and 

manufacturing automation for ultra-consistent results.

FULL-TIME INSPECTORS
A full-time quality assurance inspector at each of our 

manufacturing facilities ensures every piece of equipment 

meets the most rigorous standards.

DURABLE MATERIALS
Our designs use thicker-gauge steel, more strengthening ribs, 

premium components and a shot-blast/powder-coat process.

ISO AND CE CERTIFICATION
We’ve been ISO certified for more than a decade, and we can 

produce equipment that meets CE certification standards.

ISO
C E R T I F I E D
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DOLLIES

Move up to 15,000 pounds (6,800 kilograms) safely and 

easily with our cargo, container and turntable dollies. 

Durable materials, premium hardware and advanced 

design translate into equipment that holds up through 

years of daily use.

For decades, industry-leading durability has been the 
hallmark of our WASP brand GSE. This ruggedness 
delivers greater reliability and uptime availability with 
lower service costs and longer service intervals.

DURABILITY
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INVERTED CASTER BED DOLLY
MANEUVER AND ADAPT TO CHANGING LOADS

The Inverted Caster Bed Dolly handles all standard container and pallet base sizes up 

to 96-by-125 inches (244-by-318 centimeters). It can take on LD-2, LD-3, LD-4 and LD-11 

containers, including two LD-2 or LD-3 containers at a time. It also handles half, 88-by-

125-inch (224-by-318-centimeter), and 96-by-125-inch (244-by-318-centimeter) pallets to 

accommodate ever-changing workloads.

As many as five dollies can be stacked and rolled onto transport carriers without crating 

for fast, inexpensive shipping. Eight wheels across the dolly frame easily carry 15,000 

pounds (6,804 kilograms). Expertly designed with high-quality, top-grade zinc hardware 

to withstand years of hard use.
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Roller guards

Sealed casters

Stacking bracket

It’s not just about building the best GSE, it’s also 
about helping you manage your equipment fleet. 
Our stocking program helps maintain a quickly 
deployable inventory of your built-to-order 
equipment.

INVENTORY
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CONTAINER DOLLIES
EASILY MOVE ALMOST ANY CONTAINER SIZE

This particular series handles a variety of container sizes, including LD-1, LD-2, LD-3, LD-4, LD-8 and LD-11. 

Sealed bearings minimize maintenance and maximize longevity. Vertical restraints, manual over-center 

container locks or automatic ramp-on container locks keep containers in place. Heavy-duty E-style or pintle 

hitches ensure secure connections. 

Foot-operated towbar latch releases the towbar. Heavy-duty steel, 1/4-inch-perimeter frames with radius-

cut corners protect the dollies while preventing potential aircraft damage. Lead-edge steel rollers on caster dollies 

eliminate 90 percent of potential damage. Options for single or double Ackerman steering available.

Brake bar

Radius-cut corners

Galvanized rollers

ROLLER BED CONTAINER DOLLY INVERTED CASTER BED CONTAINER DOLLY TURNTABLE DOLLY
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ROLLER BED CARGO DOLLIES
LOAD AND MANUEVER CARGO MORE EFFICIENTLY

Take on 15,000 pounds (6,803 kilograms) of baggage and move it at 20 to 25 mph (32 to 40 kph) with our rugged, 

heavy-duty construction. Single or dual swivel caster-wheel steering with full 360-degree rotation maximizes 

maneuverability. Anti-friction Timken bearings are permanently lubricated and sealed to keep out contaminants and 

reduce maintenance time. Choose from rigid-mount running gear or four-wheel independent rubber torsion axles. 

20-foot options also available.

ROLLER BED CARGO DOLLY 20' CARGO TRAILERINVERTED CASTER BED CARGO DOLLY
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Reflectors

Over-center, spring-loaded 
and gravity container locks

Towbar release
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COMMON CONTAINER BASE SIZES

COMMON PALLET BASE SIZES

CONVEYOR BED US STANDARD INCHES METRIC

LD-1 60.4  x  61.5 inches 153  x  156 centimeters

LD-2 60.4  x  47 inches 153  x  119 centimeters

LD-3 60.4  x  61.5 inches 153  x  156 centimeters

LD-4 60.4  x  96 inches 153  x  244 centimeters

LD-6 60.4  x  125 inches 153  x  318 centimeters

LD-9 88  x  125 inches 224  x  318 centimeters

LD-26 88  x  125 inches 224  x  318 centimeters

LD-29 88  x  125 inches 224  x  318 centimeters

LD-39 96  x  125 inches 244  x  318 centimeters

M-1 96  x  125 inches 244  x  318 centimeters

CONVEYOR BED US STANDARD METRIC

A1N 88  x  125 inches 224  x  318 centimeters

A2N 88  x  125 inches 224  x  318 centimeters

LD-7 88  x  125 inches 224  x  318 centimeters

LD-8 60.4  x  96 inches 153  x  244 centimeters

LD-11 60.4  x  125 inches 153  x  318 centimeters

M1N 96  x  125 inches 244  x  318 centimeters

P1P 88  x  125 inches 224  x  318 centimeters

P6P 88  x  125 inches 224  x  318 centimeters

SAA 88  x  125 inches 224  x  318 centimeters
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THE RIGHT DOLLY FOR YOU
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DOLLY CAPACITY BASE SIZES

Inverted Caster Bed  
Cargo Dolly

15,000 pounds 
6,804 kilograms

Two LD-2 or LD-3 containers

One LD-4, LD-7, LD-8, LD-9, LD-10, LD-11 or LD-29 container

One 88-by-96-inch or 125-by-96-inch pallet

Double Container Dolly 7,000 pounds 
3,175 kilograms

Two LD-1, LD-2 or LD-3 containers

One LD-4, LD-8 or LD-11 container

Inverted Caster Bed  
Container Dolly

3,500 pounds
1,588 kilograms One LD-1, LD-2 or LD-3

Roller Bed Container Dolly 3,500 pounds
1,588 kilograms One LD-1, LD-2 or LD-3

Turntable Dolly 5,400 pounds
2,449 kilograms One LD-3, LD-4 or LD-8

Roller Bed Cargo Dolly 15,000 pounds
6,804 kilograms

Two LD-2 or LD-3 containers

One LD-4, LD-7, LD-8, LD-9, LD-10, LD-11 or LD-29 container

One 88-by-96-inch or 125-by-96-inch pallet

20-Foot Cargo Trailer 30,000 pounds
13,608 kilograms

Two LD-7 containers

Two 88 x 96-inch – or – 125 x 96-inch pallets

One 1C container (96 x 238.5 inches)

BE STRATEGIC ABOUT  
YOUR FLEET’S LIFECYCLE
Using a long-term strategy to replace your fleet with 

time parameters allows you to leverage the advances 

of the latest equipment. With our stocking program, 

the best warranty in the industry, an average of 

10,000 SKU’s on hand with 24/7 product support, and 

leasing options, your investment grows only more 

valuable over time.
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STAIRS

Being 100% employee-owned, our highly experienced 
team of GSE industry experts are dedicated to building 
not only the best equipment, but the best customer 
service experience.

You can see our keen focus on safety and stability 

across our lines of adjustable and fixed-height stairs for 

passengers and crew members, as well as access stairs for 

maintenance and fueling. Heavy-duty towbars, automatic 

safety latches, hydraulic levelers – our attention to detail 

keeps everyone near the plane safe.

PEOPLE
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Our industry-leading quality is built by the 
finest heavy-duty materials combined with 
craftsmanship, and meticulous attention to 
detail across engineering, manufacturing  
and service disciplines.
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PASSENGER 
STAIRS
THE FLEXIBILITY YOU 

NEED TO BOARD PASSENGERS 

An automatically latching “X” brace securely 

locks the stairs after they’re raised or lowered to 

eliminate human error that can lead to accidents. Moveable 

handrails clear the aircraft door as the platform height adjusts 

easily between 85 and 152 inches (2.2 and 3.9 meters) with the push of a 

hand pump to provide the ultimate in adaptability for any boarding or off-loading height. The heavy-

duty steel frame supports as much as 2,500 pounds (1,134 kilograms). Single-point hydraulic stabilizers 

adjust all four corners at once to prevent damage that comes from manual cranking or adjusting 

each corner separately. A battery-powered LED lighting system featuring an onboard charger ensures 

there’s 54-lux shining on each step to keep everyone safe and secure. Custom-colored canopies 

and side curtains can be added for extra comfort. 

Automatic latch

Lighting system

Non-slip surface

QUALITY 
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CREW STAIRS
MOVE, ADJUST AND LEVEL WITH EASE

Single-point hydraulics raise the entire unit, eliminating  

the risk of damage that comes from multiple lift points. Two leveling jacks ensure stability,  

and an additional stabilizer strut keeps the stairs flat and stable. Moveable top handrails accommodate 

any aircraft door opening. The steel main frame levels with manual screw-type or hydraulic leveling 

jacks and supports 500 pounds (227 kilograms). The industry’s only parallel/perpendicular stair 

placement option comes from WASP. Perpendicular (shown) and parallel designs  

available as well as a dual-parallel/perpendicular option.

Hydraulic stabilizers

Single-point hydraulics

X brace

CREW STAIR - ADJUSTABLE TO 150" CREW STAIR - ADJUSTABLE TO 216"
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WARNING
MAX CAPACITY

633 LBS. (287 KG)

!

WARNING
MAX CAPACITY

PLATFORM   500 LBS.

COMPLETE STAIR   2500 LBS.

!

SPIRAL BOX CREW STAIR - 
ADJUSTABLE TO 203"

SPIRAL BOX CREW STAIR - 
ADJUSTABLE TO 215"

SPIRAL BOX CREW STAIRS
STABILITY AT FIXED AND ADJUSTABLE HEIGHTS

Every OSHA- and CE-recommended safety feature is built into 

these units to minimize risk and liability. Premium casters 

move the solid urethane tires into place with a 10-inch 

(0.25-meter) diameter swivel for easy maneuverability 

and long-lasting service. The towbar-actuated parking 

brake effortlessly secures each unit after it has been 

maneuvered easily into place by hand. Durable, lead-

edge rubber bumpers protect the aircraft. Choose 

from fixed or adjustable-height options. The fixed 

185-inch (4.7-meter) height gives stability at a 

common loading height while the adjustable 

height, from 171 to 195 inches (4.3 to 5 meters), 

offers flexibility for various aircraft. The tubular 

steel main frame easily supports as much as 1,000 

pounds (454 kilograms).

Security gate

Adjustable height

Galvanized option
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BELOW-THE-WING 
MAINTENANCE 
STAND/STAIRS
GAS UP & GET GOING WITH 
EXTREME VERSATILITY

Get easy access to the airplane hatch 

with this hard-working stair that easily 

maneuvers to fit under the aircraft wing. 

U.S. military-grade, powder-coated finishes 

in custom color choices keep the stairs 

looking new. Optional hot-dip galvanizing 

gives additional corrosion resistance.

Fuel nozzle hanging bracket

Automatic latch

Non-slip surface
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Adjustable Height Spiral Box Stairs
172-218 in (437-554 cm)

Mobile EBM Access Stair
54 & 58 in (137 & 147 cm)

Towable Passenger Stairs
85-152 in (261-386 cm)

Mobile Adjustable Height Crew Access Stairs
131-218 IN (333-554 cm)

DOOR SILL HEIGHTS

AIRCRAFT

FORWARD DOOR SILL HEIGHT AFT DOOR SILL HEIGHT

INCH CM INCH CM

A300-600R 174-180 442-457 203-213 516-541

A300-B2 180-182 457-459 203-212 516-539

A300-B4 180-182 457-459 203-212 516-539

A310-200 177-178 450-451 184-190 467-483

A310-300 174-179 442-447 188-191 478-485

A319 133-136 341-344 142-147 361-373

A320-100 133-136 341-344 132-141 335-358

A320-200 135 343 135 343

A321-100 135 343 135 343

A330-300 173-180 440-449 218-228 554-579

A340-200 174 442 184 467

A340-300 175-180 445-457 183-191 465-485

B727-100 98-116 249-295 n/a n/a

B727-200 96-121 244-307 n/a n/a

B737-100 97-104 246-264 108-109 274-277

B737-200 97-103 246-262 108-110 274-279

B737-300 103-115 262-292 103-105 262-267

B737-400 103 262 105 267

B737-500 103 262 105 267

B737-600 104 264 118 300

B737-700 104 264 118 300

B737-800 104 264 118 300

B737-900 117 297 118 300

B747-100 183-211 465-536 180-210 457-533

B747-200 183-211 465-536 180-210 457-533

B747-300 183-211 465-536 180-210 457-533

B747-400 186-203 472-516 189-209 457-531

B747-400X 185-203 470-516 189-212 480-539

B747-400X Stretch 185-203 470-516 189-212 480-539

B747-500X 193-203 490-516 203-220 516-559

B747-600X 203-220 516-559 203-220 516-559

AIRCRAFT

FORWARD DOOR SILL HEIGHT AFT DOOR SILL HEIGHT

INCH CM INCH CM

B747SP 188-196 478-498 184-204 467-518

B757-200 149-158 379-401 151-158 384-401

B757-300 149-158 379-401 155-156 394-396

B767-200 161-176 409-447 160-174 406-442

B767-300 163-177 414-450 157-173 399-439

B767-400 ER 161-168 409-427 185-188 470-478

B777-200 185-197 470-500 208-218 528-554

B777-300 185-197 470-500 208-218 528-554

CRJ700 NextGen 51 128 91 231

CRJ900 NextGen 51 128 91 231

CRJ1000 NextGen 51 128 91 231

DC8-71 126-136 320-345 145-157 368-399

DC9-15 86-93 218-236 n/a n/a

DC9-32 86-92 218-234 n/a n/a

DC9-41 86-91 218-231 n/a n/a

DC9-51 87-92 221-234 n/a n/a

DC10-10 186-199 472-506 182-191 462-485

DC10-30/40 189-193 480-490 181-193 460-490

Embraer 120 58 147 n/a n/a

Embraer 145 64 163 n/a n/a

L1011-100 182-186 462-472 177-184 450-467

L1011-500 182-186 462-472 177-184 450-467

MD-11 / MD-11 ER 193-209 490-531 188-203 478-516

MD-81 87-94 221-239 106-111 269-282

MD-82 87-94 221-239 106-111 269-282

MD-83 87-94 221-239 106-111 269-282

MD-87 87-93 221-236 n/a n/a

MD-88 87-94 221-239 106-111 269-282

MD-90-30 88-96 224-244 104-109 264-277

MD-95-30 86-92 218-234 n/a n/a
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When you serve the leading global passenger and cargo 
carriers, responding to needs worldwide is just part of 
our territory. That’s why we’re continuously evolving and 
how we are able to meet the global standards of our 
customers.

GLOBAL

CARTS

Our enclosed and open carts take on as much as 

8,000-pound (3,630-kilogram) loads at up to 25 mph 

(40 kph) to quickly transport baggage and cargo. 

Numerous quality options, coupled with our durable 

standard components, ensure you have exactly what 

your operation needs.
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ENCLOSED CARTS
MOVE MORE BAGGAGE FASTER

Heavy-duty WASP brand rigid-mount baggage/cargo carts and torsion-axle baggage/cargo carts 

take on up to 8,000 pounds (3,628 kilograms) of payload with ease. A fully integrated towbar 

and hitch allow for safe movement at 20 to 25 mph (32 to 40 kph). Full 360-degree fifth-wheel 

rotation allows the carts to track correctly in any direction for safety and easy maneuverability. 

Bolt-in shelves, flat or V-style floors and one or both side openings can be customized to 

your specifications in either 5-by-10-foot (152-by-305- centimeter) or 5-by-12-foot (152-by-366-

centimeter) sizes. The four-wheel, independent rubber torsion axles can be individually replaced on 

the torsion axle baggage/cargo cart model for reduced maintenance expense and downtime.

Extra web reinforcements

Towbar-actuated brake

Bolt-in shelf mount
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INNOVATION
We didn’t become the leading non-powered GSE 
provider by standing still. Every day we solve 
customer challenges through a relentless pursuit 
of innovation.
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KNOCKDOWN CARTS
SHIP FIVE IN THE SPACE OF ONE  

Each cart knocks down to a fifth of its size and can be stacked three to five high for shipping. Center 

shelves, back walls and curtain assemblies are available to suit any requirement. Thick-gauge steel, more 

strengthening ribs than other brands, strong welds, premium hardware and a shot-blast/powder-coat process 

ensure the carts last and work efficiently for years. Choose from rigid-mount running gear or four-

wheel independent rubber torsion axles.

3-stage solid rubber tires

Ribbed panels

360° rotation
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OPEN CARTS
HIGH CAPACITY MEETS EASY LOADING

Fifth-wheel steering with full 360-degree rotation maximizes maneuverability. Anti-friction Timken bearings are 

permanently lubricated and sealed to keep out contaminants and reduce maintenance time. Choose from rigid-

mount running gear or four-wheel independent rubber torsion axles. Other types of open-top carts are also 

available upon request.

Front wheel backside brake

Rear hitch

Powder coating

21
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RACKS

The versatility of our racks ensures you keep your cargo 

moving no matter the situation. Traveling to a small 

station with no deck system upon arrival? Use the heavy-

duty tineways to remove both rack and cargo at the same 

time. Need a transfer table set-up? Simply bolt multiple 

static racks together. 

Built to the industry’s highest standards of quality, we 
design, build and accommodate customer requirements 
to provide engineered solutions that are best-in-class for 
function, durability and safety.

BUILT-TO-ORDER
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TRUCK  
ROLLER SYSTEMS
MINIMIZE LOADING TIME, MAXIMIZE SPACE

Tineways on the sides and ends provide maximum adaptability to any area. Sealed roller bearings keep 

contaminants out for long-lasting use. Custom designs available for your operations with capacities to hold 

as much as 15,000 pounds (6,804 kilograms). Morton safety tread plates. Optional side-load designs 

and connecting links allow racks to seamlessly adapt to any situation. Gaps between the 11-gauge rollers can 

be filled to suit industry-specific needs. Manual, spring-loaded and detented pallet stops available.

TYPICAL CONFIGURATION

Tineways

Flow-through design

Safety walkways
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SAFETY
Safe and efficient operations are enhanced 
by industry-leading features and advanced 
engineering that facilitate global best practices 
and standards for safety.
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ROLLER PALLET
DURABLE RACKS HANDLE CARGO WITH EASE

Known elsewhere in the industy as a slave pallet, our WASP Roller Pallets offer robust durability and custom 

design built to the size and requirements you need. Optional side-load designs and connecting links allow 

racks to seamlessly adapt to any situation. Four tineway pockets ensure easy maneuverability. Racks 

have a low profile and take on 15,000 pounds (6,804 kilograms) of cargo. Gaps between the rollers can 

be filled to suit industry-specific needs. Sealed roller bearings keep contaminants out for long-lasting use. 

Non-skid paint applied to tineways. Manual, spring-loaded and detented pallet stops are available.

Tineways

Flow-through design

Safety walkways
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STATIC RACKS
ULTRA-DURABLE RACKS HANDLE CARGO WITH EASE

With a 15,000-pound (6,804-kilogram) cargo capacity, there’s never a worry about being able to hold a load. 

Pallet stops on the sides and ends accommodate a variety of configurations for both containers and pallets. Choose 

adjustable legs to easily adapt to changing needs. Choose bulkhead or flow-through designs, or bolt units together 

to form a transfer table for versatile use. Non-skid paint applied to tineways. Grip Strut™ walkways can be added to 

increase safety. An inverted caster configuration and side load design are also available.

Pallet stops

Adjustable legs

25
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BELT LOADERS
POWERED WALK-BEHIND LOADERS IMPROVE SPEED AND EFFICIENCY

With our belt loaders, you’ll spend less time and money to keep moving at top speed. 

Eliminating the drive components found in most belt loaders not only increases longevity 

and reduces the cost, but also significantly lowers maintenance requirements. 

The roller-supported belted bed moves in forward and reverse, with automatic 

hydraulic braking and five emergency stop buttons across the unit for safety. Easily 

load and offload at a variety of aircraft heights. The machine accommodates door sill 

bases to 119 inches (3 meters) off of the ground. Optional retractable side guides 

keep luggage moving. Flip-up side guides also available. An optional rear lift kit 

incorporates a second hydraulic lift to accommodate varying worker or truck transfer 

heights. Operator controls on each end of the loader ensure easy access from any 

position. CE certification available.

Optional rear lift kit

Roller-supported bed

Flip-up side guides

BELT 
LOADERS
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MOBILE SCISSOR LIFT
LIFT UP TO 15,000-LB. CARGO WITH EASE

Spacious 101-by-126-inch (256.5-by-320-centimeter) 

platform. Adjust heights from 20.5 to 64 inches (52 

to 163 centimeters) with easy-to-use hydraulic controls 

that are efficient and eliminate operator strain. Work 

lights on all four corners allow for around-the-clock 

operations in any weather condition. Powered by a 

Tier-4 emmissions compliant 25-horsepower Kubota 

diesel engine.

SORT PLATFORM
FEATURES INTEGRATED GENERATOR

Sort as much as 40,000 pounds (18,144 kilograms) 

of cargo or baggage on this 17-by-48 foot (52-by-146 

centimeter) platform. The platform height can be easily 

adjusted from 46 inches (1.2 meters) to 60 inches 

(1.5 meters) with hydraulic controls that ease use and 

increase productivity. Able to accommodate up to 

8 semis (4 each side). Perimeter handrails provide 

greater flexibility in use. Morton® Deck-Span Surface 

around the swivel casters gives slip resistance in any 

weather. Powered by a Tier-4 emmissions compliant 

25-horsepower Kubota diesel engine.

TIRE CART
EASILY HAUL JACKS, TIRES AND BRAKES

Powered height adjustment for ease of loading. 

Designs and specifications developed per customer 

request. Optional air compressor and generator 

features available.

CUSTOMIZED GSE
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